Abstract. In order to create a comfortable and cost-effective hot bath condition for everyone, we invent a bathroom environment to simulate the process of people taking a bath. Then, What are a hot bath made of? There must be a bath crock, a tired man who is eager to clean himself. In this way, we got the two key elements of a bath. Then we can find a really good bath strategy to achieve a comfortable bath by coordinating the two factors. We put aside the man who wants to take a bath. And we just consider the heat transfer inside the bathtub which filled with hot water in a constant temperature bathroom. We divided the water in the bathtub into many small water cube. Then we simulate the change of the temperature of every water cube from outside to inside. According to those changeable water cubes, we build a temperature field of the hot water in the bathtub in time and space.
Introduction
We launched these things through to all kinds of associations of the bathroom. A cup of hot water is placed on the table. It grows cool slowly. We think constant temperature tank of tropical fish. The lake which is injected hot water, the loss of the temperature of stationary liquid and disorders fluid, heat exchange between the liquid and gas and solid. In general, it is the change of temperature field.
Currently, it has the shadow of the temperature field in various research fields. Most of the temperature field is based on the heat conduction equation to build.
The Models
Assumptions. We assume that the indoor temperature is 25 degrees Celsius and it won't change during the process of the bath. We assume that the initial water temperature is uniform in bathtub.
We assume that the bathtub converts heat evenly in all directions. Definitions. we simplify the bathtub as a cube tank, and we define 1500mm as its length, 800mm as its width and 500mm as its height. Now we set the water temperature at 39℃ as its initial state [1] .
From the initial state, the state of the hot water is slowly changed by the constraints and rules that we give. Then how does the water temperature changes? Fig. 1 Put water into small pieces Please look at the Fig.1 .We put the hot water in the bathtub into a lot of little water cubes. Each of the water cube exchanges heat with the surrounding cube. It seems that we solidify the water. Actually, we don't mean that. We just make a space division to the bathtub, and each small space represents the state of changes with temperature [2] . And the water wanders between those little water cubes and exchange their heat to influence the temperature distribution of the bathtub. So how do a little water cube influence the other cubes around itself ? Process of heat transfer is not made in a single manner, but the combination of two or even three kinds of heat transfer modes. Heat transfer from the hot fluid to the cold one is usually expressed as Equation 1 [3] .
It is easy to see, if we change the value of K,A or ,we can control the strength of heat exchange. Now we only consider how to change parameter K. K has a connection with the flow water .We use a disturbance to simulate water flow. When disturbance increases, the water in the bathtub become more active. So the disturbance represents K. Then we build our model by the mode of heat exchange and the flow of water [4] . Here is the Equation 2, we crate for our model:
To simulate the process of heat transfer. We change the range of one little water tube's influence by r. The shade of color represent the degree of center tube's influence. If R become bigger, the influence spread farther. Fig.4 are the result of simulation. As you can see, when the disturbance increased gradually, the distribution of the temperature field become more uniform. At the same time, the rising r increases the heat exchange of air and water, resulting in a decrease of the water temperature.
Bathtub with One Tried Man. We put the people who want to have a bath into a combination made by two cuboids, and the combination always keeps its temperature at 36.5℃. One cuboid represents the upper body of the person, and another represents the lower body. May it is too crude, but it really make our work more easy. Here is Fig.5 . Fig. 5 This is a schematic of the bathtub and the tired person who want a hot bath Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the initial state we set for bath models, of course, there is a man in the bathtub. We all know that the temperature of the water in the tub is higher than the temperature of environment. So the hot water will transfer the heat to the outside, at the same time, it will become colder. The accurate speed and the magnitude of decline of the water temperature ask for a large number of experiments. We don't have condition to do this work and we don't know how to do it. So we get the relation of the water temperature by some documents [5] . From those documents, we understand that the cooling process of hot water can be expressed as Equation 3 . 
Summary
People's actions in the bath crock has a great influence on temperature field. People's move will drive the movement of water. We strengthen the disturbance of water, it in favor of the temperature diffusion. At the same time, the surface of the water flow more quickly. It can make evaporation and heat preservation of the water more quickly. It will go ill with keeping the temperature.
In summary, our strategy is to join the little hot water, at the same time, people take small stir in the water.
